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THE FUTURE ENERGY 

BIG
DATA

The collected data can be
transferred to bi-directional flows

of data and energy to increase
customer value. This results in

personalized energy solutions for
the customers. 

Personalized communication will occur via
Hologram Freek. Hologram Freek has several

features such as answering customer's questions
about their energy usage and the originating of
the energy, being proactive by giving tips and

tricks about energy usage, and in case of service
emergencies providing information.

Prosumers produce and consume energy.
They can store their own produced energy in

batteries provided and maintained by
Essent. 

"I want to reduce my
ecological footprint and

take ownership."
— George McSmarty a future

prosumer of energy

In 2030, prosumers and
consumers of Essent contribute

together to a local and
environmental friendly sharing

community.
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Making Essent future proof by using bi-directional flows of data and energy
to create personalized solutions and establish a sharing community.  

 REVOLUTION IS HERE

The current movement
It is predicted that by 2030, the
majority of energy users will be

prosumers. Prosumers take
ownership of energy production. 

Sharing ecosystems are vastly
growing. Consumers are helping

each other by sharing, providing or
acquiring products and services. 

Meet the future Dutch generation of energy users

Solution provided by Essent

With IT involvements, data is
collected data throughout the
daily lives of the Millenials. For

example via their smart homes.

The source of it all

It's deeply dynamical

Meet hologram Freek

 Taking ownership
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By the service of batteries, the prosumers will create
a sharing economy together with Essent in their

neighbourhood. In this sharing economy, they will
store, acquire, provide and share energy. All based

on the services offered by Essent. 

The BIG sharing economyBIG
"The future of
energy, and

thereby our planet,
will become

everyone's job.''
 - Geoge McSmarty


